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Abstract 
With the increasing of operating frequency, the inevitable parasitic effects have be-come a major problem challenging the designers in RF industry. By far, many 
electronic design automatic (EDA) tools have incorporated algorithms for estimating and 
calculating the parasitics. Partial Element Electronic Circuit (PEEC) is one of the choices. 
PEEC converts a distributed layout design into a circuit schematic, in which RF layout with 
interconnects are expressed by resistances, capacitances and inductances with mutual cou-
plings linking with each other. However, even though PEEC algorithm has facilitated RF de-
sign process, the complexity of the resultant circuit model could greatly hinder PEEC's ex-
tensive application on more complicated layout over high frequency range. Hence we need 
model order reduction (MOR) to simplify the obtained circuit networks. In recent years, 
MOR has become a very popular topic in RF computer aided design realm. 
In this work, two categories of MOR techniques have been investigated. The first is the so-
called mathematical MOR, where the original circuit domain variables are all packed into 
matrices-expressed state-space equations, and then this large state-space is projected to a 
much smaller state-space which can preserve the major input-output features of the original 
circuit. The second is the so-called physical MOR, where the original circuit is reduced node 
by node following a certain simplification sequence that least affects the main attributes of 
the original network. 
The main concern in this thesis is the physical MOR on circuits generated from a lossy RF 
passive layout, because after physical MOR, more concise circuit can be obtained. On the 
contrary, mathematical MOR model cannot give back a circuit domain model with physical 
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meaning, thus it is studied in this work mainly for providing an alternative circuit analysis 
method at post-processing period. Several different examples will be given to demonstrate 






lent Circuit, PEEC)就是其中之一�PEEC可以輕而易舉地將無源電磁場領域中的佈局 
設計 ( R F layout)轉化爲電路領域中分離元件一一電阻、電容及電感互聯表示的電路 
模型°雖然PEEC給射頻設計與硏究帶來了新思路，但是PEEC產生的非常複雜的電 
路網絡卻會極大影響它在佈局更複雜、工作頻率更高的射頻設計中應用，因而必須使 
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As the RF/ Microwave chips have been designed more compact than ever before, along with 
the increase of the speed of the signal traveling down the PCB boards and IC chips, the para-
sitic effect is inevitable. Typical example lies in the design of wireless communication prod-
ucts, where the demanding market requirement on the performance and functionality has cre-
ated critical need to reduce the size and cost of the passive components, which in turn has 
impelled the development of highly integrated packaging technologies, e.g., system on pack-
age (SOP) such as low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC). However, as the operating fre-
quency is still fast going up, existing electronic design automatic tools can awkwardly meet 
the needs in the design flow. One major limit is the lack of the ability to systematically trans-
form layout patterns into reasonable lumped circuit models corresponding only to physical 
features of the layout rather than curve fitting to some predefined generalized circuit model. 
In short of this ability, the lack of the physical insight behind the circuits can make the de-
signer hardly diagnose or adjust their design promptly. Therefore a methodology to extract 
the circuit model from the layout and efficiently diagnose the resultant circuit is highly desir-
able. 
Several techniques such as Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method is thus de-
veloped to recover equivalent circuit model from electromagnetic (EM) model. PEEC is one 
of the integral equation based methods. Classic PEEC solver utilizes Green's function ana-
1 
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lytically or numerically to convert physical layout into passive RLC circuit networks, includ-
ing mutual couplings. Once the circuit model is obtained, any circuit solver, such as SPICE, 
can manage the rest of the job. Unfortunately, the number of nodes and components in the 
resultant circuit are dependent on the complexity of the original layout. Hence, the increas-
ingly complicated RF circuit layout under RF or even microwave frequency can bring along 
an equivalent network in excessive large scale, which is obviously time-consuming to deal 
with. Thus what the researchers are searching for nowadays are measures that can signifi-
cantly reduce the model orders for accelerating the analysis of the circuit network. 
1.2 Overview of This Work 
There are three parts composed in this thesis. The first part is about the PEEC algorithm, 
from which the other two parts are evolved. The second and third parts are about two differ-
ent paths to a final simplified model. Though, each of them has its individual cons and pros, 
both of them can be used to for Model Order Reduction (MOR) for RF circuits design and 
diagnosis. 
The circuit model to which the reduction scheme is going to apply is a crucial part in the 
whole reduction process. Only performed upon the foundation laid by reasonable layout-to-
circuit transformation, the whole reducing and analyzing procedures can be accomplished. 
Therefore, understanding PEEC algorithm would be of very important for building a rigorous 
and efficient MOR scheme. 
The PEEC algorithm employed is mainly based on the works of previous researchers in the 
research group in CUHK. After several years' continuous effort, the PEEC algorithm based 
circuit extractor and solver can handle not only the regular shaped circuit layout, but also the 
2 
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semi-irregular shaped geometries such as annulus and the mix of those shapes at interconnec-
tions. The current version of PEEC solver works under quasi-static approximation, for the 
circuit size under consideration is usually much smaller than the operating wavelength, thus 
with this approximation real-valued circuit components can be extracted immediately. In the 
near future, derived physically expressive circuit model based on the full-wave PEEC model-
ing with complex-valued circuit components will be introduced. 
This thesis mainly focuses on model order reduction (MOR) schemes to PEEC circuits. 
Two main categories of reduction schemes, namely the mathematics-based MOR and phys-
ics-based MOR are discussed in detail. The principle of the former one was first introduced 
in control theory, but is gaining popularities recently, for it can greatly simplify the macro-
model of the circuit network in a very short time period with just one single matrices trans-
formation. What's more, the obtained response curves of the reduced system can have little 
difference from the original circuit model On the contrary, the physical MOR scheme can 
only eliminate one circuit node at each reduction step, thus it might cost a slightly longer 
time to finish the whole reduction. However, this physics-based scheme strictly follows the 
electronic property of the whole circuit topology, which makes the resultant reduced macro-
model physically meaningful. The resultant circuit is realizable by all available passive com-
ponents, i.e., resistors, capacitors and inductors, which were also the constituents of original 
lumped circuit network from PEEC modeling. 
1.3 Original Contributions in the Thesis 
The main contributions of this work include 
1 
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(1). It has incorporated the mathematics-based MOR scheme with a PEEC solver, which has 
substantially improved the efficiency of the PEEC solver. Besides, with this MOR's ap-
plication, the critical system poles extraction process has been stabilized. 
(2). A physics-based MOR scheme dealing with lossy multi-layered RF circuits is developed. 
The mathematic condition that guarantees the passivity of the MOR scheme is given. 
(3). A mathematic justification of the physical meaning of the resultant reduced circuit model 
at each MOR step is provided by analyzing the eigenvalues (system poles) of each inter-
mediate circuit model. 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Basic knowledge of PEEC will be intro-
duced in chapter 2，where the deduction process for the expression used in calculating the 
partial inductances and partial capacitances will be presented. In chapter 3，details on 
mathematics-based reduction schemes and its application on boosting the efficiency of the 
post-analysis will be given. Chapter 4 talks about two different physics-based MORs, besides, 
special attention will be paid to the lossy PEEC model. In chapter 5，some concluding re-
marks and the future plans are given. 
1 
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Chapter 2 
P E E C MODELING BACKGROUND 
2.1 Introduction 
Before performing MOR, the target circuit must be prepared. Although there are various 
ways to generate the circuit, a widely applied technique, PEEC, is so far the most efficient 
and practical modeling method. PEEC can translate layout design into lumped circuit model 
corresponding to layout meshes. 
The advantage of analyzing multi-layered layout design in circuit domain is obvious. Tra-
ditional EM solvers are concentrating on numerically discretizing and solving the integral or 
differential Maxwell equations so as to give accurate simulation data. However, it might take 
hours or even longer time for simulating a medium scale multi-layered design. Moreover, 
curves obtained from EM simulation still lack overall vision on the whole system's perform-
ance, which is quite a weakness for the diagnosis and re-design process. On the contrary, if 
the whole layout can be expressed in circuit domain according to its physical behavior, then 
this will tremendously benefit the design flow. Not only can the obtained circuit model be fed 
into any SPICE-like solver to find out frequency domain response or time domain response, 
but the generated topology is also a treasure to RF designers. Because unlike any predefined 
inflexible models, PEEC circuit has embodied local property of the original layout design, 
which can assist RF designer to grasp the key directions when modifying their rough drafts. 
The concept of PEEC is first brought up by Albert E. Ruehli in 1974[1]. It is based on dis-
cretization of the electric field integral equation (EFIE) problem, where EFIE can be inter-
5 
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preted in terms of the capacitive [2] and inductive [3] interaction between the elemental 
charges and currents. After more than two decades' development, this method is mature and 
competitive both in academic realm and industrial application realm. The driving force here 
in the Chinese University of Hong Kong for advancing PEEC technique development is 
PEEC's practical use in LTCC passive devices design. The stratified LTCC structure, such as 
that shown in Figure 2.1，is the optimal target for PEEC method. LTCC chip's size is usually 
less than one tenths of the wavelength of the RF signal operating on it, thus quasi-static ap-





Figure 2.1 Typical stratified LTCC structure. 
A brief introduction to PEEC fundamentals are presented in the rest of this chapter serving 
as the pre-knowledge of MOR analysis. 
2.2 PEEC Principles 
PEEC theory starts form electric field, where the filed at any arbitrary point in the region of 
interest can be expressed as: 
6 
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E(r ,0 = 赃 ， （2.1) 
(J 
E(iV) 二 E'(r，0 + E乂r,0. (2.2) 
Equation (2.1) is the exact Ohm's law in point form, where J is current density, a is con-
ductivity. In equation (2.2)，E'(r,0 is the incident field, and r (r，,）is the scattering field. 
As is known, E'(r，0 can be expressed more specifically as: 
where A(r，/) is vector magnetic potential, and O(r ,0 is electric potential. Then if a total K 
conducting bodies exist in this system: 
= (2.4) 
cD(r,0 二 i ：丄 \ G { r y ) q { r \ t ' ) d v [ ， （2.5) 
where G(r,r') is the Green's function in this region, J(r'，0 is the current density in the con-
ducting bodies, and q { r \ t ' ) is the charge density on the surface of the conducting bodies. 
Variables with “ ' ” indicate the source point, while in absence o f " ' ” indicate the observing 
point. 
Further divide this multi-conductor system into a total N small volume cells，and then 
mathematically, current density J at the observing point can be expanded like 
J ( r , 0 = ZJ«(r ,OP„(r ) , (2.6) 
n=l 
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where 
fl r G«,；, volume cell ,内，、 
= J . (2.7) 
“ [o r e other volume cells 
P„(r，/)is just the pulse function which helps denote the position information of the volume 
cell. 
Similarly, as the charge is always located on the surface of conducting bodies, we can also 
discretize the system into M surface cells, and then the charge density q can be expanded like 
M 
沖力 = I X ( M ) 7 ; ( r)， （2.8) 
wi=l 
where 
fl r e m . sufacecell 
T (r) = < . (2.9) 
m [o r G other surface cells 
7;(r) is also a pulse function which denotes the position information of the surface cell. 
Since the system can be divided into infinitesimal cells，we assume the current density and 
charge density on individual cell is constant. 
After the above discretization process, incident field E' (r ,0 in equation (2.2) turns out to 
be 
“ 」 改 (2.10) 
+ U " ) J 晰 r V 心 . 
k=l »i=l 邮已 s^ _ 
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Equation (2.10) is the well-known mixed potential integrated equation (MPIE) in discre-
tized form. Since the aim of the PEEC is to extract the circuit components from the EM do-
main, we apply Galerkin matching procedure [4][5] on both sides of equation (2.10). Taking 
advantage of the fact that there is no incident field in this region, equation (2.10) is finally 
converted into a voltage summation form like: 
0 = + + (2.11) 
Vr，Fz,and Vc in equation (2.11) represent the resistive, inductive and capacitive voltage 
drops over the conducting bodies respectively. They are illustrated in Figure 2.2. Detailed 
information on Galerkin matching method and the deduction procedure for Vr，Vl and Vc can 
be found in [5]. 
n r r r ^ W V 
Vl VR 
二 = 二 = 
Figure 2.2 Discretized MPIE. 
In Cartesian coordinates, the vector variable J and Laplacian operator Vail have compo-
nents in X，y and z directions, therefore the voltage values in equation (2.11) are also have 
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where subscript /，nk and mk indicate different cells, and ai is cross area of the volume cell v/. 
Since Green's functions for stratified structures are well established, in the following sec-
tions we can use the voltages equations above to calculate values of inductances and capaci-
tances, which constitute the PEEC circuit model. Our original intention to apply PEEC mod-
eling is to deal with LTCC packages, whose loss effect is considerably low. Therefore, lossy 
elements are excluded in current version of our PEEC algorithm. Furthermore, in section 2.5, 
the response curves generated by PEEC algorithm and those obtained from commercial full-
wave EM solvers are compared. 
We will extend PEEC algorithm in chapter 4 in order to handle other EM packages，such as 
high-speed PCBs, where lossy effect must be considered. 
2.3 Meshing Scheme 
The way to partition conducting bodies directly influences the accuracy of PEEC circuit. In 
order to be in consistent with basic PEEC theory, the meshes used in computation are catego-
rized into two groups, one is called inductive mesh, which is used equation (2.13)，the other 
is called capacitive mesh, which is used in equation (2.14). Basically the meshes are in regu-
lar shape, i.e. rectangles. Though in some design cases, circular, annular or their mixed 
shapes are also adopted, we all managed to have them appropriately treated [6]-[8]. 
The size of mesh is related to the highest operating frequency, whose wavelength is >min. 
Usually the shape of mesh is chosen to be smaller than one twentieth of >min to ensure an ac-
ceptable error rate and a relatively fast simulation speed. 
10 
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A typical illustration of the mesh scheme is shown below: 
I r 
_ 二-"Jilt 
Figure 2.3 Microstrip and its meshes. 
On the left side of Figure 2.3 is part of a common microstrip line (the thickness is ignored). 
On the right side is the same microstrip but with two types of meshes on it: The black solid 
rectangles with nodes in their centers represent capacitive meshes, while the red dotted rec-
tangles represent inductive meshes, which are usually one half size offset from their neighbor 
capacitive meshes. If the operating frequency has increased, meshes will be created smaller 
and denser accordingly. 
The resultant circuit model from the meshes above is shown in Figure 2.4，where mutual 
capacitances and mutual inductances are not plotted for letting the figure clear. In fact, mu-
tual elements play an important role in PEEC modeling. 
11 
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Figure 2.4 Meshes and the equivalent circuit model. 
2.4 Formulae for Calculating the Partial Elements 
This section introduces analytical ways to calculate capacitances and inductances, such as 
those shown in Figure 2.4. 
2.4.1 Partial Inductance 
The formula for partial inductance is derived from equation (2.13). Replacing current density 
Jnk with current I divided by cross area a„k, equation (2.13) becomes 
= t t v ^ l j j 晰 r V v : � , l 华 . （2.15) 
Comparing equation (2.15) with inductance's definition equation below: 
(2.16) 
L dt 
we can find out an equivalent partial inductance between the observing mesh I and the 
source mesh nk: 
12 
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丄A,,厂 j . (2.17) 
If mesh I coincides with mesh nk, the value calculated above is the self-inductance of this 
mesh; otherwise the value calculated is the mutual inductance between those two meshes. 
For a uniform infinite dielectric region surrounding the conducting bodies, the Green's 
function is 
G(r，r') = - ~ V (2.18) 
r - r 
Then the inductance between two thin rectangular inductive meshes in parallel (shown in 
Figure 2.5) can be analytically calculated out by substituting (2.18) into equation (2.17). 
z 3D view y y 
• ‘ / source mesh • 
"r y 
P / i / Ink 
P /observing mesh • 
T l ^ H H E ! _ _ m • 
O - // - X 
Figure 2.5 Two parallel rectangular inductive meshes. 
After integration, Lp丨“让 becomes: [6] 
礼 � i ； ^ 放 - 1 广 . [ 华 神 ' • + 巧 ) + 罕 感 + 巧 ） 
' … ’ L 2 2 (2.19) 
Pir _ 
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where 
X\=D-l丨’ + y,=E + w„,-w,; (2.20) 
For different regional situations, Green's function varies. Besides if irregular shaped 
meshes are adopted, numerical integration may need to extract the inductances [6]. 
2.4.2 Partial Capacitance 
Expression for partial capacitance is derived from equation (2.14). Replacing the partial de-
rivative appeared in (2.14) with central finite difference approximation [5][6], equation (2.14) 
becomes 
J 晰 ,论：广 lG(r;,r')ds：,， （2.21) 
in which Q^k stands for the total charge on mesh mk’ Smk is the area of this mesh, and 
(2.22) 
V 2 y V 2 y 
Equation (2.22) explains why capacitive meshes are chosen to be one half sizes offsetting 
from inductive meshes，or vice versa. 
Comparing equation (2.21) with the equation (2.23) that describes the relation between 
voltage and charge over a capacitor, 
V c = L , (2.23) 
c C 
14 
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the reciprocal of the capacitance between the observing mesh I and the source mesh mk, 
ppi ,„k can be found out: [2][5] 
喊[！”’推]. (2.24) 
Since the integrand in (2.24) is the same as that in (2.17)，a very similar result can be ana-
lytically acquired. Inverting matrix PP, whose individual entry is ppi’„k, another matrix CS 
for mutual capacitances is obtained, i.e. CS = PF\ From CS, self-capacitances and mutual 
capacitances can be easily computed [6]. 
2.5 PEEC Application Example 
A typical LTCC low-pass filter design is demonstrated in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6 LTCC low-pass filter. 
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The working frequency ranges from 0.5GHz to 5GHz. The dimension of the dielectric box 
that encloses the whole design is 1.96mm x 2.25mm x 0.437mm, and the width for all strips 
is 0.15mm. A total 62 capacitive meshes are created. After PEEC process we can get a 
SPICE-like netlist for the equivalent circuit: 
.ELEMENTS 
CAP 1 62 C = 0.1267883P 
CAP 2 62 C = 0.1211353p 
CAP 3 62 C = 0.1249637p 
CAP 4 62 C = 0.1567388p 
CAP 5 62 C = 0.0131962p 
CAP 6 62 C = 0.0091213p 
MOL 1 2 2 3 LI = 0.0697714x1 L2 = 0.0697714n M - 0.0043174n 
MUL 1 2 5 6 LI = 0.0697714x1 L2 = 0.0992511n M = 0.0432078n 
MOL 1 2 6 7 LI = 0.0697714n L2 = 0.0992511n M = 0.0054034n 
MOL 1 2 9 34 LI = 0.0697714n L2 = 0.0834969n M = 0.0050785x1 
MOL 1 2 24 25 LI = 0.0697714n L2 = 0.0563982n M = 0.0094187n 
MUL 1 2 27 28 LI = 0.0697714n L2 = 0.0828234n M = 0.0118060n 
MOL 1 2 28 29 LI = 0.0697714n L2 = 0.0828234n M = 0.002467Bn 
MUL 1 2 34 35 LI = 0.0697714x1 L2 = 0.1330496n M = 0.0068629x1 
Figure 2.7 Netlist obtained from PEEC modeling. 
CAP and MUL in Figure 2.7 describe the capacitances and mutual inductances extracted, 
respectively. Since there are 190 capacitors, 70 inductors with 306 mutual couplings, only a 
small portion of the netlist is shown in Figure 2.7. 
The S-parameter curves obtained both from a commercial EM solver (Ansoft HFSS v.8.0, 
same hereinafter) and the PEEC algorithm are compared below: 
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Figure 2.8 S-parameters comparison between EM model and PEEC model. 
The two pairs of curves agree with each other very well, but it only cost the PEEC solver 
less than 10 seconds to obtain the netlist and another 3 seconds to compute the S-parameters 
from the netlist, while the commercial EM solver spend more than 2 minutes to achieve a 
similar result. The efficiency of PEEC is quite clear. 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the basic knowledge of PEEC algorithm is given. 
PEEC method is based on mixed potential integration equation (MPIE), which is evolved 
from basic EM equations. After performing Galerkin matching method to the discretized 
MPIE, the resultant equations are self-evident for extracting the lumped components we are 
after. 
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In the end of the chapter an example is given. The PEEC simulation result is compared 
with that from a commercial EM solver. The two pairs of curves match well; however, PEEC 
modeling is obviously more efficient. 
In the next two chapters, MOR processes will be performed on circuits obtained from 
PEEC modeling method. 
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Chapter 3 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL ORDER REDUCTION 
3.1 Introduction 
The principle of PEEC algorithm is given in chapter 2. As we can see, the higher the working 
frequency, the denser the meshes will be, hence more lumped components will be extracted 
to model the parasitic effects in more detail. Even though some optimized circuit solvers can 
deal with large network with tens of thousands of nodes, with the fast increasing density of 
the resultant circuit model, only updating the circuit solver algorithm can no longer catch up 
with the needs of rapid simulation expected in RF design industries. Consequently, research-
ers are now focusing on techniques to reduce the macromodel orders of a system before solv-
ing it by a circuit solver. The macromodel refers to those matrices-expressed models on sys-
tem level, such as the well-known modified nodal analysis (MNA) matrices. 
Generally speaking, MOR can be categorized into two groups: one is called the physics-
based MOR, and the other is the mathematics-based MOR. They both aim to achieve a re-
duced model to represent the original over-sized circuit network. However, the former 
method concentrates on gradually simplifying the circuit complexity. During the MOR, co-
herence of the circuit's electronic attributes is the first concern. Whereas the latter method 
turns the whole reduction process into a mathematical venture and a circuit network is de-
scribed and treated in state-space. With space projection method and maturely developed it-
erative algorithms in linear algebras, the original state-space is replaced by a small-sized new 
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state-space. Usually the only link between those two state-spaces is their nearly identical in-
put-output transfer function. In this chapter we focus on the mathematics-base MOR. 
The mathematics-based MOR problem is originated from systems control theory research, 
where how to reduce the complexity of dynamical systems yet preserving (to the possible 
extent) their input-output behaviors were studied [1]. The first work on MOR in circuit area 
is asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) [2], which is based on Fade approximation 
method. After AWE, several other Pade-related MOR methods are derived, such as Fade via 
Lanczos (PVL) [3], matrix PVL (MPVL, for multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems) [4]. 
More recently, Krylov-subspace method, especially its derivative, Amoldi process [5]-[7], 
has drawn researchers' attentions. 
Even though the theory of mathematical MOR is relatively mature, its applications are still 
limited. In [6] [7] and many other publications, only simple transmission line circuit models 
or networks from predefined cascaded prototypes are tested. Thus in this chapter, we try to 
incorporate mathematical MOR with our PEEC model to achieve even faster simulation 
model for solving those complicated RF passive circuits. 
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First the nodal analysis methods, both stan-
dard and modified, are introduced. Then, the procedure of Krylov subspace based Amoldi 
reduction process is presented. Numerical examples are given to show the effectiveness and 
limitation, which is followed by a summary. 
3.2 Modified Nodal Analysis 
Modified Nodal Analysis method is used for computer programming to systematically solve 
a circuit problem. Even though this method may result in larger scale system equations than 
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other methods, it has facilitated the computer algorithm implementation. The MNA method 
can be applied to a PEEC model to solve for the frequency domain response directly. We 
also use it as the foundation for mathematical MOR. 
Prior to introducing the theory of MNA, standard nodal analysis (SNA) will be briefly dis-
cussed. After presenting the principle of MNA, we will demonstrate how to take advantage 
of it for calculating the system poles. 
3.2.1 Standard Nodal Analysis Method Review 
The SNA method can be easily understood by solving a small scale circuit. The basic proce-
dure for an «-node network with m voltage sources is given below: [8] 
(1). Choosing a node as the datum node (ground node); 
(2). Numbering the rest of the n-1 nodes; 
(3). Applying the Kirchhoff current law to all the nodes that do not connect with a voltage 
source; and 
(4). Solving the remaining n-1 -m unknown voltages at nodes. 
We do not need to find out the voltages at all the nodes, but rather we'd like to concern 
about the input-output parameters (such as S-parameter) of the network. Arranging the se-
quence of unknowns, we can always write the nodal equations in a matrix form 
” 2 ] [ & ] 二 [ 0 1 ( 3 . 1 ) 
2^1 2^2 J Sports J Imports _ 
Y V I 
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where V,„ represents internal nodes' voltages, which is a n-l-m x 1 vector; Vports represents 
external nodes' voltages, which is a w x i vector; Yn, Yn, Yiu Y22 are the admittance matri-
ces linking every pair of nodes. After some simple manipulation, the input-output Y-
parameter matrix is given by 
= ^ = (3.2) 
ports 
Since the matrices in equation (3.2) are filled with frequency-dependent elements, thus Y-
parameter is obtained only by sweeping the whole frequency range of interest. However, it is 
difficult to treat matrix with different function of frequency (such as jo) and l/jco) in a com-
puter-aided circuit solver as well as in mathematical MOR applications. Therefore, SNA 
method needs slightly modified. 
3.2.2 General Theory of Modified Nodal Analysis 
MNA method is first introduced in [9]，which is widely adopted in programmed circuit 
solvers. In MNA, inductance branches' currents are added into the unknown vectors, which 
can avoid mixingyco terms with 1/Jco terms as appeared in SNA. Another advantage of MNA 
is that nearly all common components can be easily stamped into the system matrices, which 
are convenient to deal with by a computer algorithm. The definition and use of components 
stamps are available in [10]. 
A basic procedure for MNA is: 
(1). Choosing a node as the datum node (ground node), and numbering the rest of the 
nodes; 
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(2). Numbering all the inductors, and registering the currents that go through voltage 
sources; 
(3). Applying Kirchhoff current law to each of the nodes; 
(4). Applying the basic Ohm's law to each inductor in terms of its current and nodal volt-
ages applied to both ends; and 
(5). Solving all unknowns: the node voltages and the inductor currents. 
Similar to that in SNA, we may concern more about input-output parameters (such as S-
parameter) instead of the voltages at all the nodes. An example can easily illustrate how the 
MNA works. 
In Figure 3.1 a two-port network is given: nodes and different type components with their 
numbers are marked on it. Reference current directions for all inductances are predefined too. 
Besides, all initial energy stored is assumed to be zero. 
C4 
iu Z 似 、 上L2 • 
r T ^ Li 2 3 L 
Gi < Ci-y C2-Y -J- U2 O , , 
Figure 3.1 Example two-port network. 
The unknowns chosen are four node voltages, two inductor currents and two currents from 
the sources, thus in Laplacian domain, MNA matrix is formed below: 
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"G,+5(C,+CJ 0 -sC, O i l 0 1 o i r v j � 0 _ 
0 sC^ 0 0 I - 1 1 0 0 v^  0 
-sC, 0 G 2 + 略 + C4) j 0 - 1 0 0 V3 0 
0 _0 -G, G, |_0 0_ 0 1 0 
- "0 7~ ~ 0 ' ‘ 
0 1 -1 0 I sM sL^ 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 /,, M, 
_ 0 0 0 1 : 0 0 0 o j “ 2 � 
where above the horizontal partition line are nodal equations, and below it are equations for 
Ohm's law being applied to each inductance branches and equations for ports current/voltage 
relations. Obviously, the dimension of MNA matrix in equation (3.3) is twice of the matrix 
formed by SNA method, but the reward is profound: we can separate the frequency variable 
from the matrix. Now equation (3.3) can be rewritten as 
c . + Q 0 -c, o | l r v , l ["G, 0 1 0 I 1 0 1 o l r v , ! � 0 0" 
0 c , 0 0 j 0 V, 0 0 0 0 j - i 1 0 0 V2 0 0 
- Q 0 C3 + C4 0 1 0 0 Gj jo - 1 0 0 Vj 0 0 
__o_ _o_ _o 01_ V, o_ 0 - 3 ？2 丄？… o _ _ _ o � V 4 +0 0 ["i"| (3 4) 
Q \M L, 0 0 4, 0 1 - 1 0 1 Q iu 0 0 
j o 0 0 0 4 , 1 0 0 0 i 丨 10 
i 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 I [ 0 1 . 
L 丨 Jl~ " J L _ J 
Or more abstractly, equation (3.4) is 
a：丨丨=-GX„ + Bun’ (3.5) 
where is a « x 1 unknown variable-composed vector, x„ is its derivative and un is the 
source voltages, C and G are all ？i x n matrices, and 5’s dimension is n x A^，where N is the 
ports number, and here N is equal to 2 for a two-port network. Clearly, matrix C is filled with 
energy storage elements, such as capacitances and inductances, while matrix G stores lossy 
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elements and all inductances' current-voltage relation information elements. Matrix B indi-
cates the ports voltages' information. 
Besides, the relation between the port voltages and their currents is 
「/ |]_[0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 01 ^ (3.6) 
/ " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 � " • 2 � > ―^V—' 
where h and 12 are shown in Figure 3.1，which are opposite to “1 and is2 respectively. They 
are introduced deliberately for computing output responses. 
Solving for the unknowns x’, from equation (3.5) in Laplacian domain, and substituting 
them into equation (3.6)，one can easily find Y-parameter as: 




where Vq = 1 /Zois the reciprocal of the characteristic impedance. 
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3.2.3 Calculate the System Poles Using MNA 
In addition to find frequency domain responses, we can also use MNA matrices to find out 
the system poles. 
Having had system poles will greatly help to understand a system. In the next chapter of 
this thesis we will compare system poles before and after physics-based MOR, since this can 
show the coherence in reduction cycles. 
The definition of system poles can be found in [13], and the procedure is as follows. 
First, set s = sq + a, where sq is a fixed complex frequency point. Then build two new ma-
trices A and R from the obtained MNA matrices [3]: 
A = -{G + s,Cy'C. (39) 
R = (G + s灯、B. 
Substitute A and R into equation (3.7). After some simple manipulation, the Y-parameter is 
obtained: 
Y{s, + cT) = B ' { l - a A y ' R . (3.10) 
where / is an « x n identity matrix. 
Diagonalizing matrix A, we have 
A = SAS-', (3.11) 
where A=diag(Xi, h.-X) is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonals are the eigenvalues o f ^ ; S 
is the eigen space of A. Then equation (3.10) has changed to 
r(s, + a) = B''(l-aSAS'')"' R. (3.12) 
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Be reminded that / = S'^S, equation (3.12) becomes 
= / " ( / - a A ) - i g， • 
where f = bFs, g = S'^R. Since complex entities may be encountered, conjugate transpose is 
performed in equation (3.13), which is indicated by superscript H. 
In [6], they didn't use the same form of j and R as defined here in equation (3.9). Thus at 
the lossless or low loss situations, A might be extremely ill conditioned, therefore, it cannot 
be guaranteed diagonalizable. Further, the choice of 5o is critical to MOR scheme which will 
be introduced later, for matrix A also relates to the creation of Krylov subspace. In the im-
plementation, So is chosen to be within 27|/;nin �27[f臓’ where/min is the lowest frequency of 
interest and /max is the highest. Detail theory on 5o selection is available in [3]. 
With quadratic form knowledge, a more practical form is written from equation (3.13): 
(3-14) 
y=l A -
Clearly, 1 /}y + is the expression for system pole, where; = 1，2，...，n. For a passive cir-
cuit, the entire poles should be located within the left half of the complex plane. 
3.2.4 Examples and Comparisons 
A simple square spiral inductor design is shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2 Planar spiral inductor. 
After MNA analysis, system poles are obtained, which are all pure imaginary numbers, 
showing in the table below. 
Table 3.1 System poles. 
No. Im CSys. Poles) 
1 9.19 














The system poles shown are normalized to 10"^  and their conjugates are not shown in Table 
3.1 for the sake of clarity. More examples will be shown in chapter 4. 
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3.3 Kry lov Subspace M O R Method 
For a small scale system, the SNA or MNA method introduced above is quite fast. However, 
when the circuit scale becomes large, the computational overhead for the matrices manipula-
tion, such as matrix inversion or diagonalization, will increase tremendously. Thus, an effec-
tive MOR technique is needed. 
In early stages of mathematical MOR work, system moments matching and Fade's ap-
proximation method [2] are utilized, from which a smaller state-space preserving a certain 
number of original poles can be achieved. But due to its explicit moment calculation scheme, 
the accuracy of [2] cannot be guaranteed [3]. Thus, researchers are turning to Krylov sub-
space MOR techniques. 
There are many different MOR schemes based on Krylov subspace. However, the core idea 
is more or less the same: A large system is reasonably projected onto a small system. 
The original state-space of a circuit is described in equation (3.5) and (3.6)，and we repeat 
them here for convenience: 
CK 二 - G X „ + B u n (3 15) 
In =召、， 
where n is the original vector ;c„'s dimension. Assume another much smaller state-space only 
have q unknowns. If an n x q sized transfer-space X could be found out, then all the MNA 
matrices in equation (3.15) can be transformed into a new state-space by pre/post multiplica-
tion of X: 
(3.16) 
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where Xq is the new unknowns vector, and 
= ^nyq^nxn^nxq'^ ^qxq = ^ nxq^nxn^nxq> = ^n^q^ny.!' (3.17) 
The subscripts in (3.17) denote the dimension information of the matrices. Obviously, the 
dimension of the new state-space is greatly reduced by nearly n / q times. From this new 
state-space, the frequency domain output responses can be calculated out very quickly. Fur-
ther, if stamping those matrices shown in (3.17) directly to some capable MNA solver, time-
domain responses can also be found out. 
For different schemes, there are different ways to calculate the transfer-space X’ however 
they all exploit Krylov subspace method. In this work, we only use one of the most efficient 
algorithms to build the Krylov subspace, upon which matrix X is found. 
If the desired dimension for the reduced model is q, which is commonly several orders 
smaller than the original dimension n. Then for J and R defined in (3.9)，where A e C ' " and 
= C""^，the generated Krylov subspace is: [5][6] 
KriA, R, q) ^ colsp [i?, AR, A^R, • • •, A''R\ if k is even; 
Kr{A, R, q) e colsp : R,AR,A1R,"•，A'R’ A � ] if A: is odd, . 
where k = g / 2�，and colsp stands for column space. 
Transfer-matrix J^is a unitary matrix that spans Kr{A,R,q)\ 
colsp{X) = Kr{A,R,q) 
yH y (丄 1 力 
八 iix<]八 nxq q-xq' 
In practical programming, we have utilized QR factorization codes. Detailed procedure and 
pseudo-code for finding；^are available in [5][12]. 
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Another important issue of this MOR technique is its passivity preservation. Since the tar-
get circuit model is commonly passive and consequently a passive reduced model is also ex-
pected. Fortunately, the above MOR process has been proved to be stable and passive [6]， 
thus it is not a concern here. 
3.4 Examples of Krylov Subspace MOR 
First, the example used in chapter 2 PEEC modeling is repeated here for showing the effect 
of mathematical MOR. The circuit layout of the design is originally shown in Figure 2.6, and 
the geometry parameters can be found in section 2.5. The calculated S-parameter from the 
reduced model and the original model are compared below: 
0 ^^ N^i^ ^^ ^^ ^^ O^OCMIHIMIMIM -^^ O^^  
I 
m -20 \ Q 9 e y a a a 
f ：二二 
- 4 0 1 I S11 Reduced 
^ ^ ^ W — S 2 1 Reduced 
- 5 0 .i • - -- - • r - - T—^—• 1 ‘ I 
0 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 5 3 . 5 4 . 5 
Frequency (GHz) 
Figure 3.3 S-parameters comparison between the original model and the mathematical MOR model of 
a LTCC low-pass filter. 
The original dimension of system matrix built from PEEC modeling is 131 x 131. How-
ever, the reduced macromodel can have a dimension of only 12 x 12. The expansion point 
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is chosen to be lir x 10 .^ Clearly in Figure 3.3，two pairs of curves from two models match 
well in the frequency range up to 5GHz. 
The second example given is a typical microstrip filter. Though the layout looks simple, it 
works up to 12GHz. 
The dielectric box enclosing the design is 30mm x 30mm x 0.79mm, and the strip has a 
width of 2.54mm. A network composed by 946 capacitors, 390 inductors with 5005 mutual 
couplings is extracted. Correspondingly, 618 x 618 MNA matrices have been formed. 
Figure 3.4 A typical LTCC band-stop filter. 
The effect of different size of reduced models can be seen in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 S-parameters comparison between the original model and the mathematical MOR model of 
a LTCC band-pass filter. 
Three sets of curves are shown in Figure 3.5. Curve set "PEEC" is from the original model; 
curve set "Reduced A" is for the reduced model with a dimension of only 24 x24, and curve 
set "Reduced B" is for the reduced model of 12 x 12 in dimension. The expansion point sois 
iTT X 109. As it is shown, the reduced model with a smaller size can only match the original 
model to as far as 6GHz, while the reduced model with larger size is nearly identical with the 
original model over the entire frequency range. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the basic concept of a mathematics-based MOR scheme and its application to 
simplify a PEEC circuit model is given. 
The reason we incorporate this Krylov subspace MOR method with our PEEC modeling 
technique is 
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(1). This MOR scheme can give a faster simulation speed. 
(2). The input-output response of the reduced model is preserved with little distortion. 
(3). It provides a way to observe system poles during an MOR process (illustrated in chap-
ter 4). 
If a large number of frequency points are required, usually over a fairly wide frequency 
range, the mathematical MOR after MNA can offer a considerably high simulation speed, 
since it does not need to invert large matrices at every frequency points as other methods 
based on equation (3.2). 
The shortcoming of the mathematical MOR scheme is also apparent. We are unable to re-
store a circuit from equation (3.16) that describes a reduced state-space. Unlike the matrices 
in equation (3.4), equation (3.16) are composed of dense matrices with complex-valued en-
tries. Therefore the reduced model has lost all its physical meaning which used to be included 
in the original model. 
In order to overcome the shortcomings above, we are going to investigate physics-based 
MOR schemes in the next chapter, from which a realizable reduced model can be generated. 
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Chapter 4 
PHYSICAL MODEL ORDER REDUCTION 
4.1 Introduction 
In last chapter, the principle of mathematics-based MOR is presented, and the disadvantage 
of it is also discussed. Undoubtedly, mathematical MOR has greatly decreased the simulation 
time. Nevertheless, the mathematical MOR techniques do not meet many practical require-
ments for the following reasons: (1) the excessive nodes and components in the original net-
list significantly reduces the efficiency of the circuit solver, even if mathematical MOR is 
applied. (2) Not all of the circuit solvers are capable of recognizing the macromodels gener-
ated by the mathematical MOR [1], As shown in last chapter, a system matrix after mathe-
matical MOR becomes dense and lacks of physical meanings. There are few circuit solvers 
that can read and solve a mathematical MOR resultant matrix. (3) A succinct, physically 
meaningful and accurate circuit representation would provide physical insight of a circuitry 
and is the ultimate goal of many RF layout designers. S-parameters may provide some fea-
tures of a circuit, but lack of valuable physical understanding that only a circuit model con-
tains. Such physical information is indispensable during the conceptual design period. 
Some researchers have tried to use a simple pre-defined circuit model to fit their layout de-
sign [2]-[4]. Such 'fitting' requires a priori knowledge on the performance of both the circuit 
layout to be fitted and the circuit model. To develop a systematic method that can derive a 
physically expressive circuit model, as introduced in chapter 2，the PEEC algorithm, which is 
able to generate a generic mesh-dependant original circuit model, is adopted as the starting 
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point. Since the original circuit model generated is always excessively complicated for any 
practical use, we will focus on simplifying the original circuit model, i.e. using a physics-
based MOR scheme to get a concise and physically meaningful circuit model with pivotal 
attributes inherited from its earliest original circuit layout. Recently, the basic concept of the 
physical MOR for lossless circuits has been proposed in [5]. When dealing with the circuits 
with practical losses, although some research was done [6], a more general and simple meth-
odology for complex circuit elements needs to be developed. 
This chapter starts from the discussion of Gaussian elimination to the SNA equations (in-
troduced in chapter 3). The lossy models for the capacitive and inductive cells are then pro-
posed. With the lossy models, two different processes for the MOR are presented. Finally 
examples demonstrating the effectiveness of the physically expressive MOR methods are 
given. 
4.2 Gaussian Elimination Method 
Traditional Gaussian elimination method is an algorithm in linear algebra for determining the 
solutions to a large number of linear equations. The algorithm works by first rearranging the 
augmented rectangular matrix that describes the linear equations into reduced row echelon 
forms, and then solving for the unknown from the bottom row with the right-most pivot to 
the top most rows. The obtained solution is back-substituted to the rest of the equations for 
solving the following unknown [7], and finally all the unknowns are found out. 
This linear algebra algorithm can be performed to simplify a circuit due to the fact that a 
lumped circuit can always be written in linear nodal equation forms, i.e. the SNA equation 
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form shown in chapter 3. The rationale behind the Gaussian elimination in nodal analysis is 
introduced in details below. 
As shown in Figure 4.1, a typical four-node lumped network is composed by RLC elements. 
Node 1 and node 2 are internal nodes, while node 3 and node 4 are port nodes. 
Ci2 
Gi G2 
f - A A A — — 2 ~ _ — — V W - n 
Li2 
p ^7，十 C：^  十 （p 
— — ^― 
Figure 4.1 A simple four-node circuit network. 
The node equation in Laplacian domain for node 1 can be expressed as 
sqV,+{sC,,+L,,/s){V,-V,) + G,{V,-V,) = 0. (4.1) 
Equation (4.1) is based on Kirchhoff Current Law, where V1-V3 are node voltages, s is the 
complex frequency variable which equals to jo). 
Therefore, a set of four SNA equations describing the whole circuit can be written in ma-
trix format as below: 
+ 广 LJs -g丨 0 TK," 
-G, 0 G, 0 F3 
_ 0 -G2 0 G , � k 
On a given frequency point, (4.2) are just the linear equations one can apply the Gaussian 
elimination for solving the unknown node voltages. However, we do not need to solve for all 
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the unknowns, but preferably, we substitute one solved node voltage into all the other equa-
tions and establish a new circuit model. 
More generically, if a network consisting of N nodes, a total of N nodal equations similar 
to equation (4.2) can be formulated. The equation for node x in those N equations is 
X“厂广厂丨)+少,“厂广厂+ 厂J = 0， (4-3) 
where yx\, yxi.-^.yxK are the admittances connected to node ；c, and K is the total number of 
nodes that connect to node x. We call those nodes that have branches connecting to node x 
the neighbors of node i. Rewrite equation (4.3) in a more concise manner: 
/=i 
K 
where Y^  = ，is the summation of all the admittances connecting to node 
/=i 
In order to eliminate node x from the circuit, or in other words, to eliminate Vx from the 
nodal equations, Gaussian elimination is adopted here. Solving for Vx，we have: 
(4.5) 
Substitute (4.5) into all the other equations where Vx appears, for example, the m出 equation: 
兄,“^；,-厂0+几,(厂,„-厂1) + 兄„2(厂,,,-厂2) + ... + >^(厂厂厂射）=0, (4.6) 
where M other nodes besides node x have connected to node m, then it becomes: 
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f K \ 
f M \ 
y . . K i - ^ ^ + = 0 . (4.7) 
、 y=i J 
V J 
In equation (4.7), V„„ is the summation of admittances connecting from the other M nodes 
to node m. Separating term from F/s expression in (4.5) and rearranging (4.7)，we have 
f K \ 
y 工 + Z y^i^i ( M \ 
y邮 K, ^ + Y 丄 - Z y / j 二0. (4.8) 
t^x V / 
V J 
K 
Be reminded that Y^  = ，then equation (4.8) finally becomes 
/=i 
f K K \ 
E yn^y^iKn Z yn^yxiVi ( m \ 
^ ^ _ _ + YJm - l y / j = 0 . (4.9) 
The new nodal equation for node m now has two parts: the first part (terms in the first pair 
of parentheses in equation (4.9)) indicates that there are new components added in between 
node m and nodes which used to be node /'s neighbors, i.e. node 1，node 2,…，node K. The 
value for the newly added component, is 
凡 , , = 2 k 2 k ， / 二 1 ， 2 ， … ， ( 4 . 1 0 ) 
^tx 
the second part (terms in the second pair of parentheses in equation (4.9)) indicates all the 
other branches that link node m up with its former neighbor nodes (in addition to node x) stay 
the same as before. 
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Similar results can be obtained when substituting Vx into all the other equations, which in-
dicates new components are added between every pair of nodes that used to be node ；c's 
neighbors. A generic expression for this new component ymn, which we call adjoining ad-
mittance, is 
少,„"=〒， （4.11) 
where y^ and y„ are both admittances used to be in between the node x and its neighbors; Ytx 
is the summation of all the admittances connecting to node ；c. Consequently, not only variable 
Vx is eliminated from the nodal equations, but a new circuit topology with adjoining admit-
tances shown in (4.11) is also recovered. 
If the total nodes number of the original circuit is four，this Gaussian elimination process 
turns out to be the famous Y-A transformation as shown in Figure 4.2. 
y.k ‘ / yn.y,\ y Ml 
Figure 4.2 Y-A transformation. 
In Figure 4.2，x is the node to be eliminated; m, «，and I are the neighbors of node x. After 
elimination, adjoining admittances are added in between every pair of three former neighbors 
of node ；c. 
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Once the equivalent circuit topology is obtained after a node being removed, one needs to 
simplify the resultant circuit such that the other insignificant nodes can be 'absorbed' by a 
recursive process. 
In order to extend the developed physically expressive MOR method from lossless applica-
tion to lossy cases, we first need to prepare a PEEC circuit model that can involve all the ap-
parent losses under the quasi-static approximation before investigating systematic MOR 
methodologies for lossy circuit layouts. 
4.3 A Lossy PEEC Circuit Model 
The existing quasi-static PEEC model only extracts two types of components: inductance L 
and capacitance C for a lumped circuit network. When analyzing a lossy multilayered circuit, 
one needs to consider two types of lossy elements: conductor loss associated to an inductance 
and substrate loss that can be represented by a conductance in shunt with a capacitance with 
respect to the ground. 
4.3.1 Loss with Capacitance 
To accurately calculate the conductance associated to the substrate loss is not easy. Since the 
cases considered are quasi-static layered structures surrounded by homogeneous dielectric 
media, one can adopt a simple way in classic electromagnetic text book [8] to approximately 
calculate the conductance. 
G,= — . (4.12) 
C £ 
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Where a is the conductivity of the lossy dielectric, C is the capacitance and e is the dielec-
tric constant. 
Equation (4.12) implies that once we know the capacitance with respect to the ground, the 
conductance Gc associated to substrate loss can be determined immediately. It should be 
noted that the C is in shunt with the Gcas shown in Figure 4.3. 
n 
C =1= > Gc 
Figure 4.3 Capacitance and its loss. 
This simple way for incorporating the substrate loss is easy to implement in a PEEC model 
since the capacitance of a capacitor cell with respect to the ground can be easily obtained in a 
PEEC model. 
It is noted that the e/a ratio for a given substrate can be obtained from the expression of the 
material's loss tangent: 
t an^ ,= — , (4.13) 
cos 
where co is the angular frequency. Therefore, the capacitance's loss is now available. 
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4.3.2 Loss with Inductance 
The conductor loss is significant for the circuits in which the current distribution dominantly 
determines the circuit performance. For example, in a planar spiral inductance layout, the 
metal loss is especially important [9]-[l 1] and needs to be correctly reflected in the circuit 
model derivation. Other studies on conductor loss can be found in [14]-[21]. 
Assuming the inductive meshes considered in this thesis are all in regular shapes, the resis-
tance can be approximated by: 
凡 • 叔 （4.14) 
where Sg is the equivalent crossing area, w is the width of the strip, I is the length of the strip 
and 5 is the skin depth. 
If a typical thickness of copper layer is about 12 fim (0.5 mil), when the circuit operates at 
2 GHz the skin depth 5 is equal to 1.48 fim (0.06 mil). 
The circuit model of an inductance with conductor loss is shown in Figure 4.4. 
L RL 
c n n n n _ v w ~ 
Figure 4.4 Inductance and its loss. 
Even though several factors have been omitted in this loss model, such as the proximity ef-
fect and eddy current effect [11][12], this inductance loss model has shown to be able to give 
a satisfactory accuracy. 
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4.4 Conversion of Mutual Inductive Couplings 
Mutual inductances are inevitable among a multilayered circuit and are presented in the 
PEEC model. There are two different ways to express the mutual couplings in a circuit: (1) 
mutual inductance, illustrated in Figure 4.5，is a measure of the coupling between two in-
ductors. Usually it is indicated as M\ and (2) inter-inductance, indicated as L, which is no 
different from other self-inductances, is just a direct inductance whose two terminals are con-
nected to two nodes in the network. The illustration for inter-inductance is Figure 4.6，where 
丄i'3，/,24，and I23 are the inter-inductances. Since it is not straightforward to apply the Y-
/d transformation to a circuit containing mutual inductances, we need to convert a network 
that contains mutual inductances to a network that contains only direct self-inductances. The 
principle of this conversion is based on the equivalence of the Y-matrix of the mutual induc-
tance circuit and that of a self-inductance circuit [13]. A simple example is given below to 
demonstrate this process. 
A simple two-port circuit with a pair of coupled inductances is shown in Figure 4.5. 
O O 
1 | ^ A / � J 3 
Li2 j i L34 
2 [• 4 
o L 
Figure 4.5 A pair of coupled inductances. 
The Z-parameter equation of the network is 
� i 2 ] = � i 叫 卜 1 叫 ， (4.15) 
/ 3 4 � [厂 3 -厂 4 �J k : 1 , 3 4 � 
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where M is the mutual inductance, Vn and F34 are the voltage drops on the inductances, 
Fi, ...，V4 are the four node voltages, In and h4 are currents going through Ln and 丄34 re-
spectively. 
Inverting the Z-matrix in equation (4.15), Y-matrix can be obtained: 
广 2 ] = 丄 [ X q [ 厂 1-厂2] (4 16) 
734 J y .七，722儿厂3-厂4� . • 
Obviously, 712 equals to Y21. 
Equation (4.16) can be rearranged and expressed in another way: 
-々 2 = 丄 - 厂 2 (4.17) 
/34 Jco Y,, -Y,, Y,, -Y,, F3 
_-,34」 |_-721 2^1 2^2」|_厂4_ 
or 
"Al U , 丨 Y,, 
h 1 y" 厂2 (4 1 8 ) 
-^2, 2^2 -^22 厂3 ’ “ 
A] [->^21 -^22 ^22 \[K. 
in which /, (i=l，2，3 and 4) is the current flowing into node L 
From equation (4.18)，the corresponding network containing only self-inductances can be 
determined: 
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：搬 
2 ^ L',, \ _ J 
Figure 4.6 The equivalent non-coupled inductance network. 
In Figure 4 .6，=去，丄“ = ， 二 丄“=-去 and L[, 
As the value of an mutual inductance must be smaller (usually two orders' smaller) than 
that of the primary pair of self-inductances, the absolute value of ， , and must 
be much greater than or L’…and the obtained L;2 and 134 may have only slightly varia-
tions to Li2 and L34 in Figure 4.1，respectively. To distinguish the resultant non-coupled self-
inductances, we call L;2 and L^ ^ main inductances, because they are descent from the origi-
nal self-inductances. We call 丄丨'3，Z^  , and 丄“ inter-inductances, because they mainly 
depend on the mutual inductances. 
As can be noticed, some of the inter-inductances are negative. These negative inductances 
will not bring up any instability issues in the circuit solution. This is because there is no ap-
proximation made in the conversion process; all the inter-inductances can be converted back 
to the original indirect mutual inductances. 
If the loss factor is considered, the resistances calculated in section 4.3.2 will be superim-
posed to the main inductances, for they are directly derived from the corresponding inductive 
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meshes from which the loss originates. Therefore, having added lossy elements to the main 
inductances, the direct mutual inductance circuit model can be presented by Figure 4.7. 
2 r ^ L'24 
Figure 4.7 Lossy equivalent non-coupled inductances. ； 
. . ' ；: 
The conversion process presented above can be extended to any complicated multi-nodes ； 
i ‘ 
I 
coupled networks. i ； 
\ ‘ 
4.5 Model Order Reduction Schemes 
After lossy PEEC model has been prepared, then we need to recursively reduce and simplify 
our circuit model. In this section, two simplification schemes for lossy multilayered circuits 
are proposed. Both of these two schemes are originated from Gaussian elimination method, 
> 
I I 
but they have employed different ways to enable recursive MOR. Type I MOR is based on 
Taylor expansion technique. Type II MOR is more ingenious: with the concept of complex-
valued inductance and capacitance, the adjoining admittance 少腳 is expanded to derive a 
physically expressive equivalent circuit to facilitate the whole MOR process. 
Since the adjoining admittance y動 which is introduced in Y-Zl transformation, will be the 
core term in MOR process to be dealt with, thus it is rewritten here for convenience: 
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(4.19) 
4.5.1 Taylor Expansion Based MOR Scheme (Type I) 
A number of previous work [22][23][24] have already considered the use of Taylor expan-
sion (or power expansion) to calculate the moments of y„t„ in equation (4.19). By keeping the 
appropriate moments, people can simplify y„,„. Nevertheless, much improvement needs to be 
made. 
In [23], only limited RC cases are considered; whereas [24] only focused on moments' ex-
traction and the examples given are irrelevant to MOR. In [22], though RLC circuits are con-
sidered, the whole reduction scheme is actually based on study RL case and RC case sepa-
rately. Besides, in [22] the approximation rules are given without convincing reasons, espe-
cially those cases which involve lossy inductances. Therefore, a more rigorous approxima-
tion method to equation (4.19) using Taylor expansion needs to be developed. 
However, before coming to the MOR part, we still have deal with some problems. 
4.5.1.1 Basic Electrical Components in Type I MOR 
For lossless cases, the basic electrical components are the capacitance and inductance, which 
means if any two nodes in a network to be simplified are connected by a branch, this branch 
must only contain either a capacitance or an inductance, or a capacitance in shunt with an in-
ductance. 
Similarly, for lossy cases, only slight changes need to make. The capacitance is now in 
shunt with a conductance and the inductance is in series with a resistance, which is shown in 
Figure 4.8. 
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C 
, L Rl ——II—— 
‘ r r w ^ _ 0 o 
~ m 
Gc 
Figure 4.8 Basic electrical components for the lossy circuit. 
In order to continuously perform MOR, we need to simplify the adjoining admittance y则. 
Because without any simplification on equation (4.19) in a MOR process, the term y„,„ be-
comes a more and more complicated function of complex frequency and could not be repre-
sented by the combination of basic electrical components. Therefore, one needs to find a le-
gitimate approach to simplify the term y„,„ so that only basic components need to be dealt 
with in each step of MOR. 
4.5.1.2 Combination of the Lossy Inductances 
If no loss appears, such as the circuit extracted from low-loss layout, the approximation rules 
to ymn which employed in [5] can be directly applied to Type I MOR. However, if resistance 
with the inductance must be taken into account, the rules for simplifying Yu in (4.19) have to 
be made first. 
As we have noticed in the denominator of (4.19)，Ytx is the summation of the admittances 
connected to the node to be eliminated, say node ；c. For a typical lossless case, Y,x is: 
= + +.. . + + � + > � 2 +.. . "^yC；, 
风 jcoL, JcoL� (420) 
= +加c以， 
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where 丄i,丄2，…，丄人"O are the ko inductances, while C\, C2, ...，Cti are the k\ capacitances. They 
are all connected to node x. 
If lossy inductances (inductance with resistance) are involved as shown in Figure 4.9, Ytx 
becomes 
- - t r d ^ ” ‘ � 
In such case, there is no simple express for the summation term 
又•() 1 




Figure 4.9 Lossy inductances connecting to node x. 
As can be expected, an optimal replacement of (4.22) is in the form of 
i ~ . (4.23) 
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A reasonable way to find Ltx and Rtx is to match the moments [25] of the two expressions in 
(4.22) and (4.23). 
Expand (4.23) into power series, we get 
— ^ = ( » - ' f - W ^ + Ucor ^ + • • • . (4-24) 
Similarly, if expanding (4.22) into power series, we get 
t r : ^ = U � Y ± j ~ - U � r ± � � � … . (4.25) 
^jcoL.+R. ttL. /=i L. .=1 A-
Equating the first two moments (coefficients of the (fcof and (joif terms) of (4.24) and 
(4.25), respectively, we can solve for Rtx and Ltx'. 
A, = ， （4.26) 
V '•=' Li ； 
V /=1 Li J /=i ^ 
The above approximation and combination are illustrated in Figure 4.10. 
~ W V — I 
Li Ri Ltx Rtx 
L2 R2 
-r^-^rr^_VVW 
丨 乙 3 尺 丨 
I . I 
I • I 
Figure 4.10 Combination of lossy inductances. 
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It should be noted equation (4.26) and (4.27) gives excellent approximation to (4.22) at 
high frequency range. After combination, the lossy inductances in (4.23) brings in error, but 
the following MOR process can be done recursively. 
4.5.1.3 Criterion for Choosing the Target Node 
Not all nodes have the same impact on the whole circuit, that is, the circuit may be sensitive 
to some nodes, but less sensitive to some others. If we can find and eliminate the node that is 
least important to the network each cycle of reduction (we eliminate one node each time), the 
reduced circuit must have preserved the features close to the unreduced. Thus for different 
reduction schemes, different criteria for choosing the target node may be applied to achieve 
the best effect. 
In [22], the circuit is treated in RC part and LC part separately, and one of the RC or LC 
node time constants is chosen as the criterion. But in this work，RLC components are consid-
ered altogether, hence the node-choosing criterion is different. 
Since y,, and Ytx are now all combinations of basic components，乂训 in equation (4.19) 
can be specifically written out: 
( 1 Y 1 ) 
= A 风 + 代' 1 (4.28) • 
Usually, over the interested frequency range, the absolute value of the first term in the de-
nominator of (4.28) is several orders of magnitude larger than that of the second term. There-
fore we define 
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gap = . 1 (4.29) 
as our criterion constant, where Wo is a selected frequency within the frequency range of in-
terest. This constant gap can be easily understood: if degrading the lossy components to their 
lossless forms, equation (4.29) gives exactly the node's equivalent LC tank's resonance fre-
quency, which indicates on which frequency scope the node may have significant impact. 
Hence the larger the deviation from this value to the interested frequency range, the less criti-
cal it is to the whole circuit. Consequently, the node with the largest gap is our target node to 
be removed. 
Furthermore, a predefined value gapmin should be given to gap as a stop criterion for the 
reduction process. That is to say, once no nodes' gap exceeds gapmm, the whole reduction 
process will cease. This gap^m value depends on the highest frequency of interest /max, and 
the value 10/max is found satisfactory through numerical experiments. 
It is always a tradeoff between the complexity of the resultant circuit and the accuracy. 
4.5.1.4 Different Expansion Cases 
Theoretically, by expanding y则 in power series and retaining the first several moments, the 
corresponding components can be found systematically. For example, in Laplacian domain: 
y„,„ = m_i 厂'+ Wq/ + + m^si +...， (4.30) 
where m.i stands for the susceptance (reciprocal of inductance), mo means the resistance and 
mi is the capacitance. However, if expanding (4.28) directly, the resultant terms will be com-
plicated and excessive, which is unpractical to make any decisions on their approximations. 
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Accordingly, we consider different combinations of ym and y„ individually and then make 
approximation to 少则.Besides, when performing Taylor expansion, the term (/u Cu + Gtx) in 
the denominator of (4.28) will be neglected, because the node selected to be eliminated al-
ways make it much smaller than other terms; further this can save much computer time dur-
ing the Taylor expansion period. 
Due to the fact that 少,,,or y„ can either be lossy capacitance or lossy inductance, there are 
three possible combination cases: 
(1). Lossy Inductance 知 and Lossy Inductance 
Under this occasion, y,,, = jo) C,„ + G…and 少"=jo)Cn + thus the adjoining admittance be-
comes 
凡,,,=(加+ 产 + C0 (431) 
Expand (4.31), we get 
少 細 = + M K C f i m + + ) + …. （4.32) 
Therefore the new components obtained are capacitance C则 in parallel with conductance 
Gmn' 
G讓= 
(2). Lossy Inductance J,„ and Lossy Inductance 
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Under this occasion, y," = and y = , thus the adjoining admittance 
becomes 
r 1 Y 1 ^ 
兄,,,,二 I 风 + 令 . (4.34) 
Expand (4.34), we get 
少 訓 ⑴ • • . (4.35) 
An A, VAnAi L � L^L^, 
By matching the first two moments of (4.35) and a power series of lossy inductance as in 
(4.24) of section 4.5.1.2，we can find the new lossy components are inductance Lmn in series 
with a resistance R„„,: 
f l = 丛 
mn J 
< “ . (4.36) 
R = A A I A A 
. Ax Ax Ax 
(3). Lossy Capacitance y„, and Lossy Inductance y„ 
For this case, 乂,, = Joj C,„ + G,„ and 少= ！ ，thus the adjoining admittance becomes 
“ j c o K ^ K 
( 1 ) 
y . . = ^ 1 � � J (4.37) 
Expand (4.37)，we get 
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“ , \ r � (4-38) 
( y 动 + ( y 劝 - 2 “ ？ ^ + … + . . • ， 
V A, y V ^n 
where the higher order terms are omitted. 
Similarly, we can find that the obtained new components are a lossy capacitance in shunt 
with a lossy inductance: 
r = C � Q 二 fiA 
mn — L ， L 
< “ " . (4.39) 
L R 
mn 广 n ， mn 广 n 
With all possible cases considered, each adjoining admittance now has turned into basic 
components, and then the reduction process can move on to the next targeted node. 
4.5.1.5 Type I MOR Examples 
Even though Type I MOR technique is not a very efficient scheme (see the discussion sub-
section), we still give two examples to show the performance of the scheme. 
(1). A simple network matching design for power amplifier output 
The shape of this design is shown in Figure 4.11，where the dimension of the dielectric box is 
3.94mm x 2.69mm x 1mm, and the width for microstrip is 0.15mm. The metal strip is made 
of copper with a finite conductivity of 5.8 x 10? S-m \ and the relative permittivity for the 
dielectric is 9.1 with a loss tangent equals 0.008. 
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Figure 4.11 PA output matching network. 
The working frequency ranges from 1.5GHz to 3.5GHz. A total 30 nodes' network is ex-
tracted originally, and all the resistances are generated at the highest working frequency con-
dition (3.5GHz). After performing the Type I MOR, a concise circuit model (with only 4 
nodes left) is obtained, If ignoring the negative elements, the S-parameters can be plotted in 
Figure 4.12. Besides, the curves from the reduced model, the original PEEC model and those 
from a commercial full-wave EM model are also shown in Figure 4.12 for comparison pur-
pose. 
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Figure 4.11 PA output matching network. 
The working frequency ranges from 1.5GHz to 3.5GHz. A total 30 nodes' network is ex-
tracted originally, and all the resistances are generated at the highest working frequency con-
dition (3.5GHz). After performing the Type I MOR, a concise circuit model (with only 4 
nodes left) is obtained, If ignoring the negative elements, the S-parameters can be plotted in 
Figure 4.12. Besides, the curves from the reduced model, the original PEEC model and those 
from a commercial full-wave EM model are also shown in Figure 4.12 for comparison pur-
pose. 
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(b) 
Figure 4.12 S-parameters magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the EM model, PEEC model and Type I 
MOR reduced model of PA output network. 
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It can be seen in Figure 4.12 (a), the PEEC model has relatively large difference from the 
full-wave EM model, but the reduced model has possessed most of the information from the 
unreduced PEEC model. Moreover, agreement of the phase curves is excellent. 
(2). A multi-layer high-pass filter 
This filter is an eight-layer design with a dielectric constant of 9.1 and loss tangent 0.008. 
Different layer is shown in different color in Figure 4.13. 
Figure 4.13 A multi-layer high-pass filter. 
The working frequency ranges from 0.5GHz to 3.5GHz, and an 82 nodes network with 
more than 500 elements and couplings is obtained by PEEC model. After applying Type I 
MOR, only 17 nodes left. The S-parameters comparison is shown in Figure 4.14. 
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Figure 4.14 S-parameters comparison of the EM model, PEEC model and Type I MOR reduced model 
of a high-pass filter. 
It can be seen the 
curves of the reduced model agrees with the unreduced better to the 
higher frequency end, while in the lower frequency end, large difference appears: ；S"i even 
becomes positive below 0.6GHz. This is due to the negative-valued components resulted 
from MOR. 
4.5.1.6 Discussion on Type I MOR 
The two examples given above has demonstrated the effect of Type I MOR, however there 
are several drawbacks lying in this MOR: 
(1). The speed of Type I MOR is not fast comparing to Type II MOR to be presented. 
There are two reasons for this. First, the case selection procedure for simplifying the adjoin-
ing admittances takes time. Second, each time before we remove a node, we need to cal-
culate the combination of lossy inductance, i.e. jijiLtx + Rtx in equation (4.28). As shown in 
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subsection 4.5.1.2, this combination is also time-consuming. Therefore the whole Type I 
MOR speed is significantly slowed down. 
(2). Negative-valued elements may be produced after Type I MOR. This is because simpli-
fication to the adjoining admittance y,„„ is by Taylor expansion, which is a mathematical 
process lacking physical considerations. Thus, the expressions for the simplified y,n„ can give 
negative values occasionally. Furthermore, unlike the negative elements in Type II MOR (to 
be presented), they can hardly be traced back and rectified. 
(3). The expanding point affects the accuracy of Type I MOR. Actually, the expanding 
point used for simplifying case 2 as shown in subsection 4.5.1.4 is infinity. Since induct-
ances' behavior usually dominates the whole system's performance, the obtained reduced 
circuit model is more accurate in the higher frequency end than in the lower frequency end. 
This phenomenon is evident in Figure 4.14. 
Despite the drawbacks, there is still room to improve this physical MOR scheme in our fu-
ture work. 
Table 4.1 has summarized the simplification made to the adjoining admittance in Type I 
MOR. 
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Table 4.1 Type I MOR case summary. 
ym andyn Simplified ymn 
Cm 11 、 / Cp 11 Cmn | 丨 
Case 1 . _ _ • _ . 一 
Lm Rm \ z Ln Rn ^mn Rmn 
Case 2 o r r y y ^ _ _ V r w ^ y a : n n n r \ _ y ^ ~ 一 
nt X n m n 
Lmn Rmn 
Case 3 厂 ^ ^ ~ 
m ~ m ~ I " L � 
！ (^mn 
; w ~ ~ 
4.5.2 Derived Complex-valued MOR Scheme (Type II) 
Taylor expansion based physical MOR can convert a very large-sized circuit network into a 
significantly reduced yet realizable circuit. As can be seen from the examples given before, 
the performance of the reduced model agrees well with the unreduced one. However, the 
whole MOR process is time-consuming. Besides, for saving computational time, the lossy 
model used in Type I MOR is calculated on a fixed frequency point, which cannot actually 
reflect the frequency-varying property of loss for most EM layouts. Therefore a new Type II 
MOR scheme that is based on complex-valued electrical components is brought up. 
4.5.2.1 The Concept of Complex Inductances and Capacitances 
In Type I MOR, the basic electrical components are lossy inductances and lossy capacitances 
as shown in Figure 4.8，where each basic lossy component is actually composed by two com-
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ponents. However, when in Type II MOR, we use one complex-valued electrical component 
to express the lossy inductance or loss capacitance. The real part of the complex value stands 
for the capacitance (inductance), while the imaginary part is used to express the lossy ele-
ment, i.e. conductance (resistance). The transformation to complex-valued component is 
shown below: 
K = ！ = ^ . ^ 二丄； （4.40) 
L JcoL + Rl jco[L^RJjQ)) jo)L 
Yc = jcoC + Gc � jco�C + Gcl jco) = jcoC， (4.41) 
in which Z and C are the new basic components, and ‘‘ ~，，denotes they are complex num-
bers. Obviously, both L and C are frequency dependent, implying a necessity of circuit re-
duction at all frequency points. 
Similarly, in order to continuously perform the Type II MOR, we need to simplify the ad-
joining admittance 少腳，so as to make sure it is compatible with the basic complex electrical 
components. 
4.5.2.2 Principle of Type II MOR Scheme 
The idea of this scheme is originated from [5] by Wang Jie et al.，but in [5], the MOR scheme 
only works with lossless passives design. Here in this work, Type II MOR has been extended 
to lossy situations, with complex-valued components introduced. 
Substituting in the updated basic components, equation (4.19) becomes 
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f 1 Y 1 ~ ) 
y J A A Z ^ 1. (4.42) 
J�kx 
Instead of expanding it into power series and truncating the higher order terms, (4.42) is first 
partitioned into a partial-fractional-like form without any approximation: 
y = jcoC + = ^， （4.43) 
L J ‘ 风 JcoK + l/jcoC/ 
where 
r - L k 
hx 
r 
r Q ’ 
� , (4.44) 
f / _ C"薩 C^ L^ 
— “ 二 I ~ ~ 〜 ~ ~ 2 ， 
产 ' - C 人 , C � L^C^ 
e L,„ L„ Q L � 
The resultant components are two pairs of inductance and capacitance: L^  and Q are in 
parallel with each other, while Z^  and C^  are in series with each other. The equivalent circuit 
ofymn is shown in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15 Equivalent circuit of ymn. 
The bottom branch in Figure 4.15 is apparently not in compatible with the basic compo-
nents as we desired, so we have to do approximation to this branch. 
The expression for this branch is 
_ ( 4 . 4 5 ) 
Substitute values of L^  and (5: from (4.44) into (4.45). Doing some manipulations, we can 
either write out a capacitance form expression 
(3) 二 J f � ^， (4.46) 
or an inductance from expression 
= 1 / — = y j f e ^ . (4.47) 
If the denominator of either (4.46) or (4.47) can be turned into a constant number, then this 
naughty branch will become a single capacitance or a single inductance. However, for most 
of the nodes over the RF frequency range, co^L^C^ in (4.46) commonly gives a value ap-
proaching zero, thus equation (4.46) is our choice of approximation. 
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With this approximation choice, the node having the smallest absolute value of col^ ^C,^ ， 
where coo is a fixed frequency point chosen over the frequency range of interest, will be 
eliminated at every reduction cycle until to a prescribed threshold value is no longer satisfied, 
similar to that in [5]. 
The theory of Type II MOR scheme is very simple, but we need to sweep the whole inter-
ested frequency range to obtain a complete response curves. The frequency dependent parts 
of the components are from lossy elements as illustrated in equation (4.40) and (4.41)，where 
fortunately, Gc and RL are all mildly frequency-varying functions. Besides, once the nodes 
reduction order is established on a certain frequency point, i.e. which node to be first reduced 
and which follows, then this order will be kept on other frequency points too. Therefore the 
data curves can be depicted with only a few typical frequency points sampled, and the resul-
tant circuits at different frequency are guaranteed to share the same topology with only 
slightly value-changed components. 
4.5.2.3 Condition of Stability 
Another important issue related is the passivity of the reduced circuit model. In Type I MOR 
process, it is very probably produce negative-valued elements, especially negative resistances, 
which are unstable factors to the network. Discarding these negative elements is not a correct 
solution, because usually this produces uncontrolled errors. In Type II MOR, the negative 
resistances may also emerge. Therefore we have to find a systematic way to prevent their ad-
verse effect on the whole network's stability. 
Since the mutual capacitance has no physical difference from self-capacitance, what's 
more, the mutual capacitance is usually two orders smaller than the self capacitance, the 
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negative elements brought up by lossy capacitances are rare. Therefore we are more focusing 
on negative loss with inductances. 
As mentioned in the previous section dealing with the mutual couplings, some of the ob-
tained inter-inductances are negative. Although the inter-inductances can be converted back 
to mutual inductances, once they are involved in the simplification of the adjoining admit-
tance, negative components can be brought in. 
The expression that may produce negative components is in equation (4.43): 
夢 ， (4.48) 
LLX 
where L^  has the contribution both from inductances Z^ and Z„. 
Physically, if a node is eliminated, the corresponding two inductive meshes that used to be 
adjacent with this node can be thought as merged into one equivalent mesh as demonstrated 
in Figure 4.16. 
i d t i B E i d t i 
^ V jij_rr 
•• Lne ¥ �:、 
- - •-,, 、垂 _ - .• - -> • - mmmmmwm^mmm^ ••••_*’ 
Figure 4.16 Simple illustration of equivalent inductance. 
where the red dashed lines enclose the inductive meshes, and the solid grey rectangles with 
nodes on the centers are the capacitive meshes. The loss is always with the main inductance, 
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which is related to the corresponding inductive mesh. If L„, and L„ are both main inductances 
as shown in Figure 4.16，after node x being reduced, loss effect must be passed to the new 
inductance, which should still be a main inductance. Therefore in equation (4.48), if both L… 
and L„ are main inductances, I , is also a main inductance with a lossy term. If either L…or 
L„ is inter-inductance, which is derived from mutual inductance, the resultant L^  must also 
represent a inter-inductance, where no loss factor should be involved; thus the imaginary pari 
of L^，which represents loss, should be discarded. With such treatment, the physically mean-
ingless negative loss in a passive RF design can be effectively avoided. However, we still 
have to justify that L^  has no negative lossy part, if both Z,„ and L" are main inductances. 
From equation (4.40) we can write the complex inductance into exponential form: 
L = L - j ^ = L e - ' \ (4.49) 
CO 
where 
仅= t a n _ i ^ ， (4.50) 
L 
and 0 < « < 7 r / 2 . 
Since Z, is the total inductance of those connect to node x, it can be expressed as 
I - ！ ！ ( 4 5 1 ) 
where k is the total number of the inductances connecting to node x. Since commonly the in-
ter-inductance is one or two orders larger than the main inductance, the value of Z, is essen-
tially determined by the contribution of main inductors. 
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Express 1/ Z, in exponential form: 
1/Z, = | l /Z ,卜气 (4.52) 
where a, is the angle of the sum vector. With the parallelogram rule for vector addition, the 
resultant vector 1/ Z, is shown (exaggeratedly) in Figure 4.17. Commonly the imaginary part 
of the inductance is commonly at least one order less than its real part. In the beginning, 
must be positive. 
1 X ‘ 
"乙J z 
R� 
Figure 4.17 Vector representation of L,. 
Assuming ocmin and Wniax are the smallest and largest angles among oti, 0:2, •••，, respec-
tively, aided by Figure 4.17 we have: 
<«.nax- (4.53) 
Since L^  in equation (4.48) can be expressed like 
4 = e�a ' = ^ ^ -«„+«,) ’ （4.54) 
L, 
considering equation (4.53), angle a^ can be rewritten as 
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(4.55) 
=-(«.„ax -�� )—(«„ ,ax + «,nax 
=A,,, + 乂 -仅瞧， 
where A,„ and A„ are the dif ferences of a„, and a„ from ocmax, respectively. As long as 
(4.56) 
i.e. (Xe < 0，then there will be no negative resistances generated from L^ , in equation (4.48). 
An optimal case is there are no differences between angles of the complex inductances, i.e. 
the loss is proportional to the value of inductance for all complex inductances, then all main 
inductance vectors share the same angle, and inequality (4.56) becomes 
-仅,職 < 0 , (4-57) 
which is obviously held. 
It is known that the conductor loss of a rectangular inductive cell is proportional to the as-
pect ratio I / where I is the length and w is the width of the cell (see equation (4.14)). 
Figure 4.18 is the plot of typical inductance value vs. the change of the inductive cell 's aspect 
ratio. Three different colored curves represent three meshes with different length /• We ob-
serve that if the mesh length is longer (pink colored curve), the inductance is closer to pro-
portional to the aspect ratio, hence the angle difference A,„ and A„ are approaching zero. If 
the mesh length is short (blue colored curve), the slope of the curve is becoming smaller as 
the aspect ratio increases, in other words, the angle of the complex inductance is approaching 
«max as the aspect ratio increases, which also makes A,„ and A„ approach zero. We only need 
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to let the mesh scheme used in our PEEC model follow the above guidance, then there will 
be no negative resistances involved. 
:1 
H 
三 J ^ ^ l ^ r _ Mesh Length 3mm 
—0.25 -
^ j j U r ~ 色 ~ Mesh Length 5mm 
^ ^ r ~ o M e s h Length 15mm 
0 . 0 0 - I 1 1 1 1 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Aspect Ratio ( Uw ) 
Figure 4.18 Inductance's change with the mesh shape. 
4.5.2.4 Type II MOR Examples 
A number of examples will be given in this section to validate the proposed Type II MOR. 
The first example is a s imple RF planar inductor and the second example is a multilayered 
capacitor . Other examples include a high-pass filter and a band-pass filter. 
(1). Three-layered circular spiral RF inductor 
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Figure 4.19 Three-layered RF planar inductor. 
As shown in Figure 4.19, R = 0 .4mm, W = 0.15mm, H = 0.437mm, the vertical distance 
from the ground to the first metal strip layer is ho = 0.238mm and the vertical gap between 
neighbor ing metal layers is c/ = 0 .079mm. The metal strip is made by copper with a finite 
conduct ivi ty of 5.8 x 10^ S-m"', and the dielectric enclosing the inductor has a relative per-
mittivity Er = 9.1 with loss XanS = 0.008. 
The upper testing f requency is 5GHz, thus the original circuit extracted consists of 22 
nodes with 53 lossy capacitances, 20 lossy inductances and 67 mutual couplings. After per-
fo rming Type II M O R , the circuit model can be reduced to a circuit with only 3 nodes: 
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Cl2 
P ^ ^ - ^ w v - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Ri2 L 12 
- - C i < Rf 二二�2 <R2 
Figure 4.20 Reduced circuit model for the RF planar inductor. 
O n / = 5GHz, the values of the components in Figure 4.20 are listed below: 
Table 4.2 Components values for the reduced circuit of the RF planar inductor. 
^ 0 . 3 6 厂 厂 ^ % . 9 5 k Q 1,2 522nH 
Cz 0.22/7厂 Ri \A.5kQ 
Cn 0.11/7 厂 /?i2 A.6Q 
S-parameters compar ison is shown in Figure 4.21，where the curve "EM Model" is by a 
FEM based commercia l EM model, curve " P E E C " is for the original PEEC circuit model, 
and curve "Reduced 11" is for Type II M O R circuit shown in Figure 4.21. The Q factors 
compar ison is also given to show a closer view on characteristics of lossy components. 
It can be observed f rom the figures below that the characteristics of the reduced model 
matches well to that of the original PEEC circuit model, as well as to that of the EM model. 
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(b) 
Figure 4.21 S-parameters magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the EM model, PEEC model and Type 11 
MOR model of the RF planar inductor. 
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Figure 4.22 Quality factors of the EM model, PEEC model and Type II MOR model of the RF planar 
inductor. 
The changes of the system poles in the MOR process are recorded in Table 4.3 for showing 
the intrinsic alternation in the whole reduction process. 
Table 4.3 System poles change for the RF planar inductor. 
12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 16 I 17 I 18 
Real I m a g . Rea l I m a g . Real Imag . Real Imag . Real I m a g . Real I mag . Real I mag . 
-0.14 64.52 -0.14 63.91 -0.13 64.45 -0.15 64.02 -0.14 66.69 -0.13 71.19 -0.13 72.25 
-0.15 88.86 -0.17 90.56 -0.19 88.47 -0.16 89.77 -0.15 101.40 -0.14 102.51 
-0.21 122.96 -0.13 128.78 -0.14 124.10 -0.13 123.10 -0.22 153.53 
-0.21 131.53 -0.24 135.29 -0.20 138.99 -0.23 140.67 
-0.17 194.77 -0.14 238.33 -0.17 207.37 
-0.21 229.15 -0.18 198.62 
-0.10 251.771 
The numbers in the first row indicate how many nodes have been eliminated. Since at the 
beginning of the reduction, the poles are too many to list, we start from 12 nodes being 
eliminated. Table 4.3 doesn ' t include the negative conjugates of the above poles. Besides, all 
the poles shown have been normalized to 10"^. 
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It can be seen that the smaller eigenvalues remain almost unchanged as the circuit being 
reduced. This is because any one of the Y-parameters (such as Y21) can be written in partial 
fraction form like: 
W = + 4 + + (4.58) 
where s is the complex frequency variable, X\, X2, are the system poles, K\, Ki, ..., K„ 
are constant residues. The terms with larger poles on the right side of equation (4.58) will 
only affect the Y-parameter value in higher frequency range, thus during MOR process they 
will be absorbed into other poles first. 
(2). A four-layered planar RF capacitor 
Figure 4.23 Four-layered RF planar capacitor. 
As shown in Figure 4.23, the side length of the metal square \s L = 0.762mm, S= 0.584rnm 
and W = 0 .203mm. The vertical distance from the ground to the first metal strip layer is /?()= 
0 .091mm, and the vertical gap between the neighboring metal layers is d = 0.458mm. The 
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metal strip is made by copper with a finite conductivity of 5.8 x lO'^S-m'' and the dielcclric 
enclosing the inductor has a relative permittivity £’• = 7.8 with loss tan(5 = 0.01. 
The PEEC extracted circuit has 23 nodes with 44 lossy capacitances, 22 lossy inductances 
and 39 mutual couplings. But it can be reduced to a simple circuit with 4 nodes left, which is 
shown in Figure 4.24. 
Ci3 
v w 
W V ^ v ^ 广 II ^ 
Ri2 LI2 C23 
Figure 4.24 Reduced circuit model for the RF planar capacitor. 
O n / = 5 GHz, the values of the components shown in Figure 4.24 are listed below: 
Table 4.4 Components values for the reduced circuit of the RF planar capacitor. 
~Ci033pF JyS.96kQ Ln 0 . 33" / / 
C2 03SpF Ri S.99kQ 
C3 0.23pF R3 \3.70kQ 
C,3 2MpF Rn 0.16^3 
C23 Q.38 /7F Ru \4.52kQ 
S-parameters comparison is shown in Figure 4.25: 
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(b) 
Figure 4.25 S-parameters magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the EM model, PEEC model and Type II 
MOR model of the RF planar capacitor. 
Clearly, the reduced model has achieved satisfactory result. Further, Q factors comparison 
is plotted in Figure 4.26，where curve from reduced model with 5 nodes left is also potted. It 
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can be seen there are large deviations between EM model and PEEC models; however the 
curve trend is similar. Besides, we find if more nodes get removed, less accurate result we 
will have. This phenomenon is most obvious from 5-node model to 4-node model as the 
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Figure 4.26 Quality factors of the EM model, PEEC model and Type II MOR model of the RF planar 
capacitor. 
The system poles change with internal nodes being eliminated is also recorded in Table 4.5 
for demonst ra t ing the intrinsic alternation in the whole reduction process. 
Table 4.5 System poles change for the RF planar capacitor. 
13 I 14 I 1 5 I 16 I 17 I 18 I 19 
Real I m a g . R e a l I inag . Rea l I m a g . Real Imag . Real I m a g . Real I mag . Real Imag. 
-0.23 25.38 -0.23 25.40 -0.23 25.33 -0.23 25.40 -0.23 25.65 -0.22 25.65 -0.24 33.68 
-0.10 68.83 -0.10 67.60 -0.10 68.08 -0.10 68.06 -0.12 76.96 -0.22 75.80 
-0.14 98.80 -0.13 96.15 -0.13 96.04 -0.14 97.71 -0.22 92.99 
-0.16 128.68 -0.17 125.77 -0.18 124.59 -0.18 126.64 
-1.52 217.09 -0.94 255.32 -0.38 330.65 
-0.25 348.83 -0.14 370.80 
-0.12 375.601 
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Similar to Table 4.4’ the negative conjugates of the above poles aren' t shown, and all the 
data are normalized to 10"^. 
(3). An e igh t - l aye red h igh-pass f i l ter 
It is first shown in Figure 4.13，and we now perform Type II MOR on it. After MOR, the 
original 82-node circuit is reduced to a simple 5-node network shown below: 
C24 
^ ^ ^ M ^^^^ F^24 
Port 1 R � ^23 Lu RU4 Port 2 
O o 
C3 ^ R j C2 Ci f/?； C4 f 
Figure 4.27 Reduced circuit model for the RF high-pass filter. 
O n / = 5GHz, the values of the components shown in Figure 4.27 are listed below: 
Table 4.6 Components values for the reduced circuit of RF high-pass filter. 
~Cx4MpF ^ \A5kQ Z ^ 5 . 2 8 " / / 
Ch 63 .92 /F R2 0A3MQ Lu 5.37/7// 
C3 72 .71 /F R3 6\.85kQ M 83.10;?// 
C4 1.33;7F R4 4.mQ 
C,4 0.\5pF R24 0.\2MQ 
C23 0.11/7F RL23 6.53^2 
C24 1 .22pF Ru4 6.7\Q 
The S-parameters comparison is shown in Figure 4.28, where curves from traditional EM 
model, original PEEC model and Type II MOR model are plotted. 
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Figure 4.28 S-parameters magnitude (a) and phase (b) of the EM model, PEEC model and Type II 
MOR model of RF high-pass filter. 
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It can be seen after Type II MOR, the resultant 5-node circuit can perfectly represent the 
original physical RF layout design, since all key elements and accumulated parasitics are all 
included. 
(4). A five-layer RF band-pass filter 
The overall shape is shown below in Figure 4.29: 
Figure 4.29 Five-layered RF band-pass filter. 
The overall size is 5 .1mm x 2.1mm x 0.55mm, and the materials used are the same as 
those in the high-pass filter. In the beginning, circuit obtained from PEEC modeling has 183 
nodes with 664 capacitance, 273 lossy inductances and 2295 mutual couplings. However, we 
can s implify it to a circuit with only 6 nodes: 
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Cl4 Ci5 
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Figure 4.30 Reduced circuit model for the RF band-pass filter. 
O n / = 5GHz, the values of the components shown in Figure 4.30 are listed below: 
Table 4.7 Components values for the reduced circuit of RF band-pass filter. 
^ 2 . 7 8 / 7 F Ru 1.04^3 Z^ \.\2nH 
Ci IMpF Ru \2\Q Li \.\2nH 
C,2 0.1 Op 厂 Ri \.\2>kQ M 0.2 In / / 
Ci3 Q).\2pF Ri \AlkQ 
Ci4 QA6pF 
Ci5 0.46/7 厂 
C24 O.lSpF 
C35 0J4pF 
The S-parameters comparison is shown in Figure 4.31, where curves from traditional full-
wave EM model, original PEEC model and Type 11 MOR model are plotted. 
In addition, a magnif ied plot of the in-band part of the curves in Figure 4.30 is also shown. 
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Figure 4.31 S-parameters comparison of the EM model, PEEC model and Type II MOR model of RF 
band-pass filter. 
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Figure 4.32 In-band plot of the curves in Figure 4.31. 
Obviously, the reduced circuit model has expressed the band-pass filter design very well. 
With this simplified model available, modification to the RF layout can be more efficient and 
fast. 
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4.6 Summary 
in this chapter, two types of physics-based MOR schemes are investigated. The original cir-
cuit prototype is from PEEC modeling. During MOR the key steps are the Y-A circuit trans-
formation and simplification to the adjoining admittance y,„„. Different from mathemalics-
based M O R , Physical MOR simplifies the circuit topology gradually by reducing nodes and 
absorbing branches connecting to the target nodes. 
Type I and Type II M O R all start from Y-/1 circuit transformation, but they have adopted 
different methods to simplify the resultant adjoining admittances to make sure the whole 
MOR can be recursively performed. Based on Taylor expansion, Type 1 MOR can give a re-
duced realizable circuit model. However, due to the moments matching method used to ap-
proximate the adjoining admittance, the reduction speed is relatively slow. Type II MOR first 
expands the adjoining admittance into three terms, each is a physically expressive equivalent 
circuit, and then simplif ies them. In contrast, Type II MOR is more accurate and faster than 
Type I M O R , besides, the stability condition can be easily met. 
In addition to theoretical deduction, practical examples are also given to demonstrate these 
two M O R schemes. 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
5.1 Conc lus ion 
This thesis has investigated two different categories of MOR schemes, both of which aim to 
simplify the circuit model obtained from PEEC modeling. 
In order to facilitate our LTCC designs in CUHK here, we have been advancing PEEC 
modeling technique for years. So far our PEEC algorithm is capable of dealing with various 
types of planar structures and via holes in 2.5D RF layouts. Quasi-static approximation is 
employed for saving computing time. Although the original intention to use PEEC is to 
model low-loss passive RF products, in this thesis we have enabled it to handle lossy cases 
by superimposing reasonably calculated loss models. 
Different f rom other EM solvers, PEEC generates an equivalent circuit network represent-
ing the features of the original RF layout. Feeding the obtained circuit into proper circuit 
solver, we can perform both time domain and frequency domain analysis. Once having 
grasped the circuit domain behavior, the designers can be more easily fine tune their designs. 
However , if higher accuracy is required, then more complicated the obtained circuit will be-
come. Therefore , M O R must be performed before advancing other processes. 
Mathematical M O R can reduce a large model to a small model; however, the reduction is 
performed in pure mathematics realms, where little physical aspects of the circuit need to be 
considered. Hence it is merely focusing on how to preserve a less distorted input-output be-
havior f rom the original model. 
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Physical M O R starts f rom the Gaussian elimination method, during which the internal cir-
cuit nodes are eliminated one by one, and the attached lumped elements are being gradually 
absorbed into their neighbor branches following certain rules. In the end, circuit in a very 
small scale can be achieved. Physical MOR concerns more about the overall electronic fea-
tures of the circuit and only eliminates those nodes least critical to the entire network, thus 
most of the physical property in the reduced model is preserved from the original model as 
expected. 
This thesis has given both the theories and examples to both of the above two MOR 
schemes. General ly speaking, mathematical MOR works faster and the data curves gained 
are more optimal, while the physical MOR works slightly slower but gives back a fully re-
duced circuit topology. Besides, the theory of mathematical MOR is abstruse, while the 
physical M O R is very simple. In chapter 4，two physical MOR schemes that can deal with 
lossy models are introduced, where Type II MOR is more favored, since it works faster and 
is easier to implement . 
5.2 Future Improvement 
The accuracy of the lossy model affects the MOR results achieved; therefore to build a more 
practical model that reflects real situations can be one of the future aims. 
Another factor af fects the lossy model ' s calculation and application is the meshing scheme. 
Rectangular or circular shaped meshing cells are enough for a coarse PEEC model, but if 
more demanding, other shapes, such as triangles, must be added to count for the edge and 
proximity effects . Consequent ly , the expanding and testing functions used to discretize MPIE 
will differ, and the loss calculation over these irregular shapes will also change. 
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The third aspect that needs to improve is the PEEC algorithm. So far quasi-static approxi-
mation is adequate, but loss on radiation and surface waves are expected by quite a few RF 
designers. Therefore M O R incorporating full-wave PEEC algorithm can be an encouraging 
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